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01

C H A P T E R

TEENAGER 
HAPPINESS



Our children are now entering the world of 
teenage – the world of changes. They came 
out of the different stages of life which 
were full of colors, light, happiness, and 
energy. When we look at their photo 
albums of their childhood, we could see our 
pain, fear, and frustration in their 
upbringing but happy to see where they are 
today. 

Teenage Happiness 

Once our children step into the phase of 
teenage – the phase of thirteen to nineteen, 
lot of things start changing for them. They 
become aware of their changing bodies, 
they try to copy others or try to build their 
own style. The kids who used to find 
happiness in cartoon shows and silly games 
are now finding happiness in their crushes  
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and start connecting through social media. 
Till they come to high school, their  
friendship pattern changes, it becomes  
deeper and they want more freedom now. 
They work more hard to achieve their 
goals, to crack entrance tests to get into the 
college or university of their own choice. 

Parenting a Teen

Parenting a child is altogether different 
from parenting a teen. Attending school 
might be a battleground for them, getting 
ready for school, submission of projects, 
exams, social interactions, bullies, body 
changes, their crushes and break-ups, 
rumors about them and what not. They 
have their own phrase “I will manage, you 
don’t know anything”. As they are growing 
older and have their own scope of freedom,  
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let them go on their way but as parents help 
them choose the right way. Teach them the 
tools to be happier while struggling through 
these years. 

Happiness is in the Moment 

We have been constantly told by our elders 
repeatedly that you will be happy when you 
will clear high school exam or when you 
will crack the entrance test when you will 
get a job, etc. please do not repeat the same 
mistake. Do not add WHEN to your child’s 
happiness. Shouldn’t they be happy now, 
why can’t they be happy now? Do you want 
your child to be happy now – of course, yes! 
But this is contradictory, you only want 
them to get happiness, you are not teaching 
them the ways. You need to help them to 
become happier now. 
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Science of Happiness 

The Science of happiness says that we 
should focus on what is right instead of 
what is wrong with us. This doesn’t mean 
we should ignore the other things. Talk to 
your children and ask them, what makes 
them happy and help them to have it more. 
If he says he just wants to lie down on a 
couch or just wants to roam around with 
friends and do nothing, based on the values 
help him to find out the way and balance. If 
he is good at playing football, focus on it 
and make sure to provide him enough time 
to play football. Once they’ll focus on the 
things which they are good at, they’ll 
become better at it. When they are happy, 
they might try to work out more to improve 
such things in which they are not good at. 
Work on it together what will give them 
happiness. 
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Our children need to understand that life is 
not about being happy always. All emotions 
are good, it is okay to be upset or angry at 
times. Sometimes anger might be for better 
and change few things depending on the 
circumstances. Teach them how to bring the 
level of happiness above all other emotions 
for their well-being. 
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Seligman’s Model of Happiness 
(PERMA) 

Martin Seligman scientifically proved these 
five elements of psychological well-being 
and happiness to reach a life of full of 
happiness. 

1. P – Positive Emotion 

Focus on high and positive aspects of life. 
Find out the ways which help you to be 
optimistic and give you happiness. Try to 
visualize your past, present, and future in a 
positive perspective. Be careful about the 
difference between pleasure (satisfying 
bodily needs for survival such as thirst, 
sleep or hunger) and enjoyment (intellectual 
satisfaction such as joy achieved from 
something or satisfaction from your work). 
Teach children to focus on positive 
emotions to get happiness. 
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2. E – Engagement or Flow 

It is about finding activities in our lives 
which need our full engagement and creates 
flow in our life. When you are truly in the 
moment and nothing else matters, this is 
flow which is blissful. When your children 
are in flow, their level of happiness 
increases. If your child loves a certain 
sport, he is engaged in that, if he likes 
reading or creating an art, he is engaged in 
the same, nothing else matters. Make sure 
you encourage your children to do more of 
it. 

3. R – Relationships or Social 
Connections 

All humans are social animals, building 
relations support you in your good and bad
times. It is not only about your relations  
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with friends and family only, but also with 
the strangers. Teach your children how to 
make good and safe relations. Life is not 
about just running towards your goals 
leaving behind all the relations and social 
connections. 

4. Meaning 

Having a meaningful and purposeful life 
will give you a sense of fulfillment and 
happiness. Teach children to find a meaning 
and purpose of their life to get satisfaction 
and happiness in life. 

5. Accomplishment 

Having goals in life help us to achieve the 
sense of accomplishment. Teach children to 
make realistic goals and how to achieve  
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them. Achievements in their life will give 
them happiness definitely but the journey 
while reaching that accomplishment should 
also give happiness. Children should know 
that achieving their aim would be the end 
result which will make them happier but 
they should also enjoy this journey.
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What Determines Happiness 

Dr. Sonja Lyubomirsky, a professor of 
psychology at the University of California 
explained the happiness through a pie 
chart. 
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According to her, half of your happiness 
(50%) depends upon your genetic makeup. 
Few people are happier as it is in their 
genes. 10% of your happiness depends on 
the environment or circumstances where we 
are living. This makes 60% which we 
cannot change. It is beyond our control. 

40% of happiness is based on what you do 
every day. This we can change irrespective 
of any circumstance or how we grow up. 

Teach children that they can change their 
brain throughout their life by doing the 
right things every day. Children who have 
been told the fact that, if they will focus 
they can do it, perform 100% better and 
achieve happiness. 
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C H A P T E R

UNDERSTAND 
THE TEENAGE 

LIFESTYLE



Teenage is a phase which is essential for 
neurodevelopment. By the age of twenty or 
twenty-one, the brain gets mature and is 
capable of finely tuned neural circuitry. 
Hormonal changes during teenage create 
ripples. 

Teenage brain follows simple rules: 

First, is ‘Use it or Lose it’ – it means as the 
brain grows, the parts of it which are being 
used stay and that are not used snip off. For 
example, if two teenagers learned to play a 
musical instrument, the one who continued 
to practice would turn out to be skilled in 
adult life as compared to the one who 
stopped. 

Second is ‘Neurons that fire together 
wire together’ – the parts of the brain  
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which are used together are connected 
strongly. If one teenager follows a healthy 
habit, chances are higher for him to 
associate with healthy lifestyle later in life 
also. The other teenager who always lay on 
a couch and watches TV might associate 
with mindless munching. 

The teenage brain is adventurous and not 
easy to understand. It is constructed to 
explore and experiment a vast field. The 
teenage brain can be better explained as 
‘work in progress’ which might get 
confused, grumpy or irritable while 
working. 
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According to a research, these four tips 
might help during the teenage 

1. Let your children sleep in 

Most of the teenagers don’t have a proper 
sleep pattern. Almost two-thirds of teens 
are sleep deprived elevating the cortisol 
level (stress hormone) which makes them 
irritable. They want to go to bed late and 
wake up later in morning. The brain of a 
teenager is a bit different from all of us, 
this is how their brain works. Help them to 
stay in bed longer or make sure they go to 
bed on same time daily and wake up at the 
same time. It is really difficult to get them 
back to routine but not impossible. 
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A teenage brain needs at least eight hours 
of sleep every night. The brain develops 
and consolidates during sleep. Lack of sleep 
might make them impulsive, increases 
hunger, leads to obesity and it might 
hamper their memory too. In the United 
States, there are some schools which are 
bringing late school hours for teenagers to
cope up with changing biorhythms. 

2. Talk to your teenager about sex 

When parents talk to their children about 
sex at an early age, chances are children
will have sex later in life or they’ll use 
contraception. At times, we feel 
uncomfortable to talk about sex but it is 
the need of an hour. We need to create a 
calm environment and not judging.  It is 
must to listen to our children carefully,  
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what they want to share, what they already 
know, what they want to know. We need to 
discuss with them about sex frankly giving 
them all the necessary information even 
about the related infections and diseases. 

3. Set a great digital example 

Teenagers are victims of social media and 
technology, even our lives are ruled by the 
technology. All of us get addicted to this. 
We as parents also spend lots of time by 
looking at the screen. Children spend about 
8 to 10 hours on the screen which is 
alarming. We usually give phone or an I- 
pad to our children to watch a video and 
have fun, this is the easiest way to engage 
them. But later in life, it might become a 
problem. Children do what they see us 
doing. 
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We as a family need to define a no phone 
zone or no technology zone for some time 
during the day. Be it your dinner time or 
after dinner where there will be no gadgets.
Lead by setting an example. During this 
family time, you and your children can 
share many things. It will be your personal 
time. Try to listen more to your teenager 
instead of talking to them or giving 
lectures. 
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4. Do not spy on your teenager 

Research shows that snooping on your 
teenager isn’t doing any good for you or 
your teen. If they see you spying on them, 
they will not discuss or share anything with 
you. Instead, try talking frankly with them. 
Children are likely to share more with the 
parents who directly ask them. Establish a 
friendly environment and try to have open 
discussions about every good and bad thing. 
You can include humor to make the 
conversation light. Build trust so that your 
children will come to you on their own to 
discuss their problems or share their happy 
moments. 
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C H A P T E R

PEER 
PRESSURE



Peer Pressure – A peer is a person almost 
of the same age and shares similar interests 
and values. Peers spend most of the time 
together in common activities. A teenager is 
under peer pressure when he feels in order 
to be accepted he must do the same 
activities. 

A teenager faces mainly two types of 
peer pressure: 

• Positive Peer Pressure 

When a teenager is engaged in healthy and 
meaningful activities with his friends such 
as playing together, doing homework and 
projects together or going on a picnic, he is 
said to be under positive peer pressure. It is 
healthy for him as it helps him to improve 
and he learns positive things. 
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• Negative Peer Pressure 

When your teenager is engaged in activities 
with his friends which are harmful and 
unhealthy for him, he is under negative 
peer pressure. Harmful activities might be 
buying branded clothes and goods, the 
pressure to smoke or drink, take drugs or 
engage in sexual activities. 

Parents have a common question, why our 
teenagers listen to their friends more than 
us? The answer is clear – peer group offers 
emotional support while a teenager is 
going through growing up the process. 
Teenagers want to form their own 
independent identity, take personal 
decisions and form new ideas. Peers are also 
going through the same phase and both 
share their experiences, feelings and, 
emotions with each other. 
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A teenager who lacks self-confidence and 
positive values follows the crowd and bad 
habits, is losing interest in studies and 
school, has failing relationships with 
parents or friends, lacks supervision at 
home is more vulnerable to the Negative 
Peer Pressure. 

8 Useful Tips to Resist Negative Peer 
Pressure: 

1. Help your child to develop a sense of 
purpose of his life – What he wants to 
become, what he wants to achieve in his 
life, where he wants to see after five or ten 
years. Making a goal, writing it and daily 
working for it will keep him dedicated.
Negative things will not wander around 
him. 
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2. Build a trust relationship with your 
child – Do not spy on him, snooping a 
teenager breaks trust. Discuss all the 
matters openly so that they can share with 
you everything. Spend time with them, 
listen to them and keep your promises. 

3. Train your child to solve his own 
problems – Teach them to take their own 
decisions, show them the right way and let 
them walk on the path. Examine the 
problem together, discuss the pros and cons, 
list out various solutions and let him choose 
the best solution. Guide them from a 
distance. 

4. Teach them to take responsibility for 
their action – If your child has done any 
mistake, let him bear the consequences.
When he was doing the mistake he was 
independent, and responsibility comes with 
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independence. Do not rescue him like you 
used to do when he was young. When he 
knows that later he has to take the 
responsibility for his actions, he will make 
wise decisions. 

5. Instill right and positive values since 
childhood – Children follow you rather 
than your advice, so lead by example. Share 
important and basic life values at an early 
age such as healthy habits, discipline, 
optimism, gratitude, etc. Your deeds should 
match your words, as your children are 
silent observers. 

6. Build happy parent-child relationship 
– The more your child is happy with you, 
the relation will be closer. In a happy  
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relationship, children are always willing to 
share things with their parents. This keeps 
them away from negative peer pressure. 

7. Build his self-esteem – Instead of 
focusing on their weaknesses, focus on their 
strengths. It will help them to build self- 
confidence and self-esteem and they will 
not seek support from peers. Encourage 
them to work more on their strengths, they 
will feel good and fulfilled. 

8. Create more opportunities to make 
friends – When a child is socialized and 
gets to interact with others, he learns to 
cope up with peer pressure. Teach children 
to handle the friendship issues since 
childhood. They should not give in to 
friends at the expense of values and praise 
for the right decisions. 
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